ELECTRICAL TRADE PARTNER PROPOSAL

North Georgia Medical Center
Braselton Expansion Project

Eckardt Group
2970 Brandywine Road, Suite 100
Atlanta, GA 30341

C O M PA N Y P RO F I L E

Eckardt Group is one of Atlanta’s leading electrical contractors, with over 80 years of experience building
hospitals, data centers, and other critical use facilities throughout the region. Our firm has focused on smart
growth over the past decade and has won and completed some of the largest, most complex jobs in our history
during that period.
Eckardt Group brings valuable resources to the table for this project. Our team has completed many acute care
projects within the last five years, a large portion of those being design assist. This experience includes the
Southeast’s premier level I trauma center and other facilities critically important to their communities.
Our preconstruction team also brings a significant focus on healthcare to this project. Our estimators, engineers,
and virtual construction professionals work with field teams to ensure that the facility is built to meet the needs
of all parties.
Northeast Georgia Medical Center and Turner can know that they are working with a team that combines
national and local experience & resources to create the best value for all stakeholders.
The following pages include information about our processes, our experience, and our people. We look forward
to the opportunity to collaborate with a familiar client in Braselton to provide an expanded healthcare facility for
their community.
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$80 MILLION
BONDING SINGLE PROJECT

$20 MILLION

REVENUE
2021
$83 MILLION

A G G R E G AT E C A PA C I T Y

2020
$70 MILLION

350

2019
$71 MILLION

-

LOCAL
ELECTRICIANS

SAFETY
Our commitment to safety starts at the top and infuses every level of operations within the organization. Several
years ago, we entered a world of larger and more complex projects, which required a more comprehensive
safety program. Our Safety program is led by Safety Professional Diana Johnson CHST. Diana manages a team
of qualified personnel who work with project management to oversee and implement our safety program on the
job site. The safety team has worked diligently to reduce incidents and increase compliance as our overall
man-hours have grown steadily year over year. To achieve our goal of zero accidents, our team enlists the
following activities and practices:
•

Develop and communicate our safety and health policy to all of our employees.

•

Provide safety orientation for new employees and refresher training on a routine basis.

•

Mandate OSHA 30 hour safety certification for all supervisory employees.

•

Conduct Worksite Analysis – evaluate all project specific activities and processes for hazards.

•

Conducts Hazard Prevention and Control – to eliminate and control hazards.

•

Demonstrates management commitment by instilling accountability for safety and health, obeying safety

•

rules and reviewing accident reports.

•

Testing of all employees for substance abuse Record and analyzes safety performance (e.g. Experience

•

Modification Rate (EMR), OSHA safety statistics) and communicates safety performance to employees.

•

Stretch and Flex Program

•

Project Specific Safety Plan

LOCAL ENGAGEMENT
We understand the value of this project to NGHS, and the hospital’s importance to Braselton and Hall &
Northern Gwinnett counties. Our team prioritizes projects that strengthen local communities and support their
growth.
We have spent time with members of the construction industry in the area and developed relationships with
two firms: J&G Contractors, and City Plumbing & Electric Supply Company.
During the construction phase, J&G will oversee a communication scope, such as fire alarm or nurse call, and will
help our team qualify any other sources of local engagement at the subtier level.
City Supply will be our primary distribution partner for material and equipment buys for the expansion. This
partnership allows Eckardt to pursue competitive pricing for the job at the manufacturer level while buying
through City and keeping the business in Hall County. We have discussed City leasing added warehouse space
near the project site to service our needs and stage lighting and other equipment. This arrangement would also
give our team the option to perform additional prefab, potentially with other trade partners.

R E L E VA N T E X P E R I E N C E

These projects are a sampling of our current design assist and past healthcare projects in the Atlanta market.
Our team has developed a reputation for excellence in healthcare design assist construction in Atlanta, and we
are eager to serve NEGMC Braselton as well.

Emory University Hospital J-Wing
Atlanta, GA
$23,000,000
McCarthy Building Companies
Kevin Kuntz
404-392-8425
Eckardt was part of the JV team that built this 450,000,
230 bed, nine level tower at Emory Hospital. This
project provided much needed space for several
departments within Emory, including cancer care,
ICU, and general med/surg units. The new tower is
connected by a pedestrian bridge spanning Clifton road
to the existing hospital space.

Grady Center for Advanced
Surgical Services
Grady Memorial Hospital, Atlanta, GA
$17,440,462
Design Assist GMP
Skanska
Emilian Purcar
770-375-1238

R E L E VA N T E X P E R I E N C E

Piedmont Athens Regional Tower

Children’s North Druid Hills Campus

Piedmont Athens Regional Hospital, Athens, GA
$10,000,000
Design Assist GMP

Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta, Atlanta, GA
$13,000,000
Design Assist GMP

DPR Construction
Matt Steinmetz
404-274-0584

JE Dunn
Brad Stolz
770-757-9052

-

OVER THE LAST 3 YEARS EKCARDT
GROUP HAS COMPLETED

$65 MILLION
I N H E A LT H C A R E P R O J E C T S

PRECONSTRUCTION
& SUPPORT

Our preconstruction services touch every part of our organization as a shared service within our team, and
each project benefits from an assigned preconstruction team but also great depth in resources to draw from as
required. From design through to modular prefabrication services, we offer our partners creative and flexible
solutions for their projects.
Our teams are led in the preconstruction process by a Project Executive who functions as the main point of
contact for each design-assist or other large, lengthy preconstruction effort. The PX is responsible for engaging
all the internal teams and personnel that will be required to drive the development of a complete set of welldesigned and functional documents.
We are well equipped and prepared for this project and bring extensive in-house experience in healthcare and
specifically with NGMC Braselton. In the following pages we will describe in more detail our process for this
project.

-

25+

DESIGN & PRECONSTRUCTION
PROFESSIONALS
-

50,000 sqft

P R E FA B R I C AT I O N &
M A N U FA C T U R I N G FA C I L I T Y

PRECONSTRUCTION TEAM

Jamie Brown

Preconstruction Manager

Randy Watson
Estimating

Steve Roney
Estimating

David Suddath
VDC

Ken Baudry
Engineering

Rachel Kines
Procurement

COST CONTROL & MANAGEMENT
The cost management process is one of the most important in the entire project, and our approach includes a
thorough budget and scope based on conceptual information and previous experience. The key aspects of our
cost management process include the Basis of Design, Accountability, Value Analysis, and Monitoring.

BASIS OF DESIGN
Our process for conceptual estimates begins with a detailed review of the Basis of Design and Schematic Design
documents for the project. Our team uses the information provided in the documents and our own experience
in the facility and in healthcare to create a detailed SD budget that matches the intent of the design team
while filling in any gaps or areas that are not yet complete but needed to provide a complete design. For this
project, we used the information provided in the drawings to budget distribution feeders, with circuit lengths
determined by following a reasonable path and scaling the drawings. Mechanical equipment feeders are based
on the equipment shown and discussed in the narrative. The patient room estimates are based on actual full
estimates from the 4th floor, which we previously priced, modeled, and built out. For subcontracted scopes we
either worked with our vendors to develop an estimate or created an allowance that is based on historical data
and current market conditions. Our team will continue to provide further back-up detail throughout the design
and pricing process.

ACCOUNTABILITY
During future pricing phases, we will update our budget and track all variances by line item with corresponding
estimate detail. We are diligent in our accountability to assist the team in maintaining budget targets on the
project. Any variances will be presented with explanations and, in the case of overages resultant of changes,
potential options to mitigate any cost increases. Our team will function as a custodian of the budget.

VALUE ANALYSIS
Throughout each phase of design, we will implement our VA process to organize concepts into means and
methods, equipment, and design function to properly evaluate life cycle cost savings for the facility. Our value
analysis is conducted with the assistance of the construction team as well as our in-house engineering group
assuring the combination of practical expertise and sound engineering.

MONITOR
Cost metrics are monitored on every project with a full activity-based costing system that is set up to match
the established format. On a weekly basis, our operations team review reports of labor cost vs. projections for
that week. On a monthly basis, we conduct a detailed percent complete review of each cost code and project
costs through completion of the project. Our team and our clients understand our cost and performance against
targets with full transparency. Further, we can identify early savings on projects to allow the Owner to most
efficiently allocate their capital.

E N G I N E E R I N G I N V O LV E M E N T
Our engineering team will break down their involvement on the project into the following areas: design review
& value analysis. The team includes a professional engineer and an architect with healthcare experience and an
engineer in training with MEP Revit certification. We can perform power studies in house. By working hand in
hand with the design team we could resolve any exceptions and have a “pre-approved” gear submittal, inclusive
of the power study, in hand and in a position to place the order on execution of our subcontract. In addition, we
would be able to place a blanket wire and conduit order to lock in material pricing and reduce lead time.

VALUE ANALYSIS
With respect to Value Analysis, our team will utilize life cycle cost comparisons and not simply first cost options.
VA will be broken down in our format into:

MEANS & METHODS

Options that modify specified means and methods and do
not impact functionality of the facility.

EQUIPMENT

Options that modify equipment selections / coordination
that do not or minimally impact function of the facility.

DESIGN

Options that alter the base design and may impact form
and function of the facility.

Engineering Review
Review Drawings/Specs/
Narratives
Identify areas for
value analysis:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location of rooms
Equipment layout within
room
Modular design
Equipment and material
Quantities of devices
Distribution Topology
Equipment Testing
Spare devices
New Technologies
Distribution voltages
Short circuit withstand values

Constructability Review
Review Drawings/Specs/
Narratives

Conduct calculations
•
•
•
•

Heat rise
Lighting
Voltage drop
Short circuit

Business Case Analysis
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify areas for
value analysis:

Background
Options
Identify analysis Criteria: Reliability/
Redundancy/Maintainability/
Operability/Safety/Future
Analysis/Pros Cons
Real time Cost Analysis
Impact on other trades
Impact on schedule
Recommendation
Action/Follow up

BIM Modeling / Coordination

•
•
•
•
•
•

Underground vs overhead
Phasing of construction
Installation/Replacement
Coordination with other
trades
Equipment and material
Alternative means and
methods

Identify Opportunities for Prefab
•
•
•
•
•
•

Single trade
Multi trade
Vometric/Modular
Logistics
Impact on schedule
Impact on cost

Review with Design
Team, CM, and Owner

Once a decision is made, distribute
to Estimating for adjusting GMP

Review with Design
Team, CM, and Owner

Business Case Analysis
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Background
Options
Identify analysis Criteria:
Reliability/Redundancy/
Maintainability/Operability/
Safety/Future
Analysis/Pros Cons
Real time Cost Analysis
Impact on other trades
Impact on schedule
Recommendation
Action/Follow up

BIM Modeling / Coordination
Procurement / Logistics

PROCUREMENT
Within the procurement phase of the project, the management team will present all procurement options with
award recommendations based on pricing, schedule compliance, specification compliance, and total value. We
note the overall cost vs. budget to allow our team to reconcile budget status on each package.
With millions of dollars of commodities on the project, controlling the escalation risk of these materials
is imperative to maintaining a successful budget. Once rough quantities are known and design is nearing
completion, we can purchase copper blankets up to 12-18 months out. With this, we can “lock in” the cost of
copper while maintaining the flexibility to change insulation types and sizes before we are ready to release an
order. This allows us to control material pricing and protect against escalations long before “order by” details are
known.
As for EMT conduit and fittings, we can work with manufacturers on a steel blanket where we agree to pricing
based on a certain amount of steel pounds. While the EMT blanket pricing is not as flexible as copper blankets,
it is a nice option to have until the design and model is further along. At that time, we would be able to purchase
and store EMT if necessary, to avoid any future price escalations. As you can see from the graphs below, over
the past year, materials have fluctuated tremendously (THHN Copper Wire = 36%, PVC Conduit = 150%, EMT
Conduit = 15%); therefore, having a strategic procurement plan is necessary.
Additionally, we believe that delivering on budget will require a diligent effort to expedite submittals and lock in
deliveries and prices. The two areas we will be primarily focused on are gear and conduit & wire.
Gear: We can significantly shorten the submittal cycle by performing the power study in house and working
with the design team to have “pre-approved” gear submittals, in hand, pending a final review. This would allow
us to place an order within 30 days of an executed subcontract. This is crucial in the current climate where all
manufacturers are facing extreme supply chain issues and unpredictable production delays.
Conduit and Wire: We have developed best in class proprietary software which extracts material and equipment
lists into a proprietary SQL database to support estimating and material purchasing. This software works directly
with the EOR’s Level 300 model as well as with our level 350 and 400 modeling. Release of the engineer’s model
and use of this software allows us to place a blanket order within 30 days of an executed subcontract.

PRICE FLUCTUATIONS OVER THE PAST YEAR

VIRTUAL DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION

EXPERIENCE & CAPABILITIES
Our team members began their BIM efforts in 2012 and we have steadily improved and expanded our virtual
construction team ever since. To date, we have completed a variety of models and coordination processes across
multiple healthcare facilities, complex enterprise environments, and mission critical facilities. Through modeling
many facilities, our team has developed a proprietary process that maximizes use of both field knowledge and
technology. The ultimate output of the process includes detailed fabrication and install drawings as well
as-builts and a living model for the customer. We have experience leading coordination efforts from a full
federated model on comparable size programs.
Our team for this project includes modelers and VDC professionals with experience on previous projects in this
facility, and we retain the model from the previous CEP expansion and 3rd-4th floor build-outs.

FIELD DETAIL
Without the ability to extract layout and installation details, the model can only be a coordination tool. With
early implementation and proper detailing, we can accelerate our ability to produce layout and field level
construction drawings with information directly extracted from the model. Ultimately, it is this process that
generates tremendous efficiencies in the field and cost savings for our clients. Furthermore, the accuracy and
quality associated with our process is second to none. As our team works through the model with Holder,
the design team, and the other trades, we will actively participate in the process utilizing a combination of
AutoCAD MEP or Revit, Navisworks, and BIM360 Glue to arrive at a fully coordinated model. Once this
model is coordinated, our focus will simultaneously shift to field level detail for installation. With information
directly extracted from the model, our preconstruction and BIM team will develop installation drawings for the
foremen in the field. Another important point of note is that many of the foremen will have participated in the
layout of the project and, consequently, have a deep understanding of their responsibilities and the systems.
Fully detailed layout drawings will reference field GPS points and dimensions from those points along with
routings and depths of the distribution system. For overhead work, a similar methodology is used to generate
dimensioned drawings for the team. For execution, our team utilizes Trimble systems to implement these details
in the field.

VIRTUAL DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

P R E FA B R I C AT I O N
Layout and BOM
•

Provide Complete Layout Installation Drawings and BOM’s for ALL work to be installed on the project. This
includes the Phases of work for: Underground; Under-slab; Wall Rough-in; Overhead; Finishes.

•

This will provide the Project Team the abilities to release materials by Area or Room with an “On-time”
Delivery concept, taking the material directly to where it is to be installed when it is needed, instead of
stock-piling materials on the project site.

Kitting
•

As materials are being released, materials will be labeled and placed into “Kitted” delivery methods to be
delivered directly to the area for which it is to be installed.

•

Materials releases are to be scheduled at least two weeks in advance to enable the “Kitting” process.

•

Materials will be routed through the Eckardt Manufacturing Facility for the Kitting Process, prior to delivery.
(Kitting Process: Material quantities, types and identifications will be as listed on the Layout Installation
Drawings and BOM for the specific Area or Room and based on the Phase of Work.)

•

Materials will be delivered to the area to be installed on engineered carts that are completely mobile. (Carts
will be rotated back to the Eckardt Manufacturing Facility for re-use.)

•

Kitted Materials will be delivered where they are to be installed with a complete set of installation drawings
and BOM’s that identify exactly what is included in the Kit and corresponds with the included Layout
Installation Drawings. This will provide the Electricians all of the information needed to install the Kitted
materials.

Prefabrication Off-site at the Eckardt Manufacturing Facility
•

Ductbank prefabrications (Fabrication includes: conduit targets; installed conduit sections up to 40’ in
length; rebar; etc)

•

Prefabricated Temporary Power Provisions

•

Ground Containers prefabricated with entire temporary distribution equipment including: Switchgear; Panel
boards; Transformers; Disconnects; Monitoring Equipment; Conditioned Air; etc.

•

Modular Temporary Power Centers to be placed on site, and in other areas of the project. (Skid mounted
Transformer, Panel board(s), Disconnects, Devices, etc)

•

Prefabricated Conduit

•

Conduits fitted with required bends, boxes, supports, etc. (Assemblies that can be used for in-slab; in-wall;
above ceilings.)

•

Conduits prefabricated on conduit racks to be lifted and installed overhead, up to 40’ in length.

P R E FA B R I C AT I O N
Prefabricated Electrical Equipment
•

Panelboards/Disconnects/Transformer
- Pre-punch and fit out electrical equipment with required conduit or cable connectors.
- Pre-arrange all breakers according to Panel Schedules

Prefabricated Electrical Rooms
•

Prefabricate mobile assemblies that include pre-installed, pre-wired panelboards, Disconnects, Transformers,
Controllers, etc on wheels that can be easily rolled to where they are to be installed via a removable dolly
system. Mobile assemblies can be designed to the scenario of where it is to be installed, whether bolted
in-place to the floor or housekeeping pad, hoisted and suspended, or bolted to a wall. Units are designed to
roll through a standard doorway and dolly system to be removed after final installation.

Prefabricated Wall Rough-ins
•

Wall rough-in assemblies including: Conduit or MC Cable cut to needed length and connectors and any
required bends; Box, Mounting Brackets; Devices/Yokes pre-installed.

•

Complete wall rough-ins off site to be delivered as modular units.

Light Fixtures
•

Remove and dispose of all packaging for light fixtures and stage on delivery carts identified by the area to
where they are to be installed.

Other Trades Coordination
•

Coordinate with other trades to pre-install conduit, wire and equipment on their equipment. ie: Mechanical
Skids, Mechanical Piping Racks, Cooling Towers, Chillers, etc

M O D E L S & P R E FA B R I C AT I O N

Headwalls and in-room overhead

underground duct bank & patient
room overhead loaded for shipment

Temp power transformer
disconnect with panel
and spiderbox plugs

CONSTRUCTION

LABOR
Labor is our collective team’s single largest risk on the project. Our initial budget development is the first step
in mitigating this risk. As we move forward into construction, our team will dedicate resources to monitor
productivity in the following fashion:
1. All actual vs. budget reports are reviewed on a weekly basis with monthly cost to completes provided by the
project management team
2. The project management team is accountable to deliver detailed monthly financial packages to all parties
demonstrating progress on the project as well as budget projections to complete the job.
Our process is very disciplined with daily, weekly, and monthly deliverables. Further, our process incorporates
model elements into our workflow tracking and detailed updates of installed work directly from supervision in
the field. The tracking is transparent to all team members.

LABOR MANAGEMENT & SCHEDULING
Managed by our VP of Construction and General Superintendent, Eckardt currently employees over 350 field
electricians. Project Labor needs are closely monitored and maintained with the assisted use of LaborChart
Software Tool. Labor projections, which are maintained and updated by each Project Team, are submitted, and
discussed during regular meetings. Our team is confident in workforce availability in the area, based on our
current projects at the hospital and others in the area.

OVERALL LABOR CURVE

QUALITY CONTROL
It is the policy of Eckardt Group (EG) to achieve the highest attainable level of Quality and Reliability of products
and services, exceeding customer’s expectations whenever possible, through the implementation of a certified
Quality Management System and Quality Assurance Program by all Management and Staff.
To achieve this goal, EG has formed its own QAQC Group to provide oversight of all projects both large and
small. We have developed a very comprehensive program to ensure that we excel in all phases of your project
from Estimation through Planning, Procurement, Construction, Startup, Commissioning, and Turnover. Our
number one objective is to always provide products and services which satisfy any applicable requirements
related to each Contract or Service Order.
EG has committed itself to going the extra mile to earn your confidence that your project will be completed
with Top Quality Craftsmanship with attention to every detail through our QAQC program and superior Quality
Management.
The fulfillment of this policy is part of EG’s commitment to the continual improvement of its processes and
Quality Management.

PROJECT TEAM

Rilo Stephens
President & CEO

Ken Mabe

Chief Operating Officer

Scott Brown

VP of construction

David Suddath
VDC Manager

Daniel Gregorio
Project Executive

David Nasrallah
Project Manager

QC

100%

Mike Sproul

Field Supervisor

Safety 100%

Ken Baudry

Senior Engineer

RILO STEPHENS
PRESIDENT & CEO

CERTIFICATIONS &
ACHIEVEMENTS
•
•
•
•

•
•

Member of the Academy of
Electrical Contracting
Governor, Atlanta
Electrical Contractors
Association
Chairman, AECA Labor
Relations Committee &
Labor Negotiations
Committee
Previously: President of the
AECA, member of the Board
of Directors, AGC Georgia

EDUCATION
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY

Bachelors of Science
Industrial Management

CONTACT
Email:

rilo@eckardtgroup.com

Phone: 770.458.6973

Rilo is the third generation of his family to lead the business. He
has worn many hats from summer helper to project manager and
where he sits now as President. Rilo Graduated from Clemson
University in 1987 with a bachelor’s degree in Industrial
Management.

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
Eckardt Group (1981 - Present)
•
•
•

Eckardt Electric - Summer helper (1981 -1987)
Project Manager (1987 - 2001)
Vice-President (2001 - 2008)

•

President & CEO (2008 - Present)

KEN MABE

CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER

CERTIFICATIONS &
ACHIEVEMENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NECA PM Training
NCCER PM Training
OSHA 30 hour certified
Construction Management
System Applications
ConEst
AccuBid
Sage/Timberline

EDUCATION
ANDERSON HIGH SCHOOL
1988

ABC APPRENTICE PROGRAM
1991

CONTACT
Email:

k.mabe@eckardtgroup.com

Phone: 770.452.4735

Ken entered the construction industry as an apprentice electrician
30 years ago. Over his career, he has held nearly every role
available, from apprentice to operations manager. He believes it is
his mission to provide electricians the tools for success, which results
in satisfied clients and a job well done. done.

NOTABLE PROJECTS
•

Parkview Hospital North - $28M

•

Parkview Hospital North Switchyard - $4.9M

•

Parkview Hospital Main Expansion - $3.2M

•

Dallas Cowboys HQ - $22M

•

MARTA IOC - $12.5M

•

Phillips 66 15KV Utility Upgrade - $14M

•

Confidential Alabama Data Center - $172M

SCOTT BROWN

VICE PRESIDENT OF CONSTRUCTION
Scott has been in the electrical industry for over 30 years and brings
a diverse portfolio of skills and knowledge to any project.

CERTIFICATIONS &
ACHIEVEMENTS

EXPERIENCE & NOTEABLE PROJECTS
•

Switch Phase 2 - 2020

•

Welding School

•

Southern Company - Plant Miller - Unit 2 Precipitator - $8 million

•

531 NEC Code Class

•

Southern Company - Plant Gaston - BDC Building - $600K

•

Valparaiso Tech Motor
Control Class

•

Southern Company - Plant Gaston - Trestle Project - $400K

•

Georgia Electrical
Contractor License

•

Southern Company - Plant McDonough - Unit 6 Combine Cycle

•

North Carolina Electrical
Contractor License

•

Alabama Electrical
Contractor License

•

Florida Electrical License

•

South Carolina License

EDUCATION

- $10 million
•

Gerdau Steel - Cartersville Plant - Rougher & Small Projects $1 million

•

Southern Company - Plant McDonough - Units 4 & 5 Heat Trace
- $675K

•

ground - $3 million
•

Southern Company - Plant Bowen - Unites 3 & 4 FGD Project $20 million

•

Southern Company - Plant Gorgas - Units 10A & 10B Precipitator
Rebuild

•

BMW - NIPSCO - SCR Project, NIPSCO Unit 14 Phase I, Units 14, 17

Apprenticeship 531
CONTACT
Email:

Southern Company - Plant McDonough - Units 4 & % Under-

& 18 Precipitator Rebuild
•

Foxboro - NIPSCO - Units 17 & 18 Upgrades Units 7, 14 & 15 DAS
Upgrade

s.brown@eckardtgroup.com

•

Sigma - Indianapolis Power - Units 5 & 8 Precipitator Rebuild

Phone: 470.557.7029

•
•

Levy Company - Bethlehem Steel - Finishing Mill, Air Comp I
Baghouse Installation

•

Sargent Electric - NIPSCO - Crossroads Pipeline Gas Pumping
Stations, Embedded Piping Units 14,17 & 18, Foster Wheeler Coal
Mixing Revision Units 7 & 8, High Voltage Buss Unit 11, Scales
Monitoring System, Unit 14 Coal Feeder Upgrade, Unit 7 & 8 Pure
Air Interconnection, Unites 14 S03 System, Units 14 & 15 High Voltage Replacement, Units 17 & 18 FGD Service Water Pump Rev,
Unit 11 Tank Revision to Mixing Area, Unit 12 DAS Upgrade, Unit
8 Excitation Transformer Upgrade, Multiplex Upgrade (all units),
Gas Metering Stations

•

Southern Company - Plant Bowen - Phase I & II Duct - $4 million

•

Mortenson - USDA - $18 million

•

Southern Company - North GA Dams - Various Projects $1 million

•

Southern Company - Plant Bowen - 3/4 Scrubber - $25 million

JAMIE BROWN

PRECONSTRUCTION MANAGER
Jamie has over 33 years of experience in the electrical field and has
installed a strong background in all aspects of Electrical
Construction.

CERTIFICATIONS &
ACHIEVEMENTS
•
•
•
•
•

OSHA 10
OSHA 30
First Aid / CPR / BBP / AED
Arc Flash
Confined Spaces

•

Bluebeam

EDUCATION

INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE
•
•

•
•

Eckardt Group - Preconstruction Manager - (2021 - Present)
Faith Technologies
- Sr. Project Manager (2018 - 2021)
- Operations Manager (2015 - 2018)
- Sr. Project Manager (2011 - 2015)
Excel Electrical
- Project Manager (2006 - 2011)
- Estimator (2003 - 2006)
Glenn Parker Electrical - Field Superintendent (1998 - 2003)

NOTABLE PROJECTS

Central Texas College (19951997)

•

Fayetteville Technical
College - Electrical Studies
(1993-1995)

GLENRIDGE MEDICAL – ATLANTA, GA
Remodel of an existing 5 story building. Systems included Switchgear,
Fire Alarm System, Motor Controllers, Data, and Generator with Transfer Switch. CONTRACT AMOUNT: $2.2 million

•

POINSETTE – CHARLESTON, SC A new 5-story assisted living building
with 86 guest rooms. Systems included Switchgear, Security System,
Fire Alarm System, Motor Controllers, pumps, Data, and Generator with
Transfer Switch. CONTRACT AMOUNT: $3.5 million

CONTACT
Email:
j.brown@eckardtgroup.com
Phone: 678.600.7394

RANDY WATSON

VICE PRESIDENT OF PRECONSTRUCTION

CERTIFICATIONS &
ACHIEVEMENTS

Randy began his career with Eckardt in 1992 as a Project Manager.
He was promoted to Vice-President in 2008 and is responsible for the
company’s Preconstruction department. He has managed large
projects in every segment of Eckardt’s core business.

•

Design Assist Experience

•

27 years of Healthcare

NOTABLE PROJECTS

Experience

Design-Assist Project List - Precon Lead

EDUCATION
GEORGIA TECH

Bachelors of Science
Electrical Engineering

CONTACT
Email:
r.watson@eckardtgroup.com
Phone: 770.458.6973

•

Emory Rollins School of Public Health - $11,300,000

•

Piedmont Athens Tower Expansion - $8,200,000

•

Grady CASS - $18,350,000

•

Infinite Energy Center Expansion - $10,512,000

•

EUHM Winship Tower – JV with Cleveland - $26,500,000

Grady Health Systems - Project Manager
•

ED Expansion - $9,000,000 Contact

•

Marcus Stroke and Neuroscience Center - $1,114,170

•

Marcus Shock Trauma Unit - $650,000

Emory Healthcare - Project Manager
•

EUHM D&T - $15,000,000

•

Perioperative Expansion Platform - $2,638,109

•

ED & Lab Renovation - $1,348,083

•

2D ICU Expansion - $1,709,148

•

Wesley Woods Neuroscience Renovation - $1,210,743

Northeast Georgia Health Systems - Project Manager
•

Women & Children’s Pavilion - $5,209,545

STEVE RONEY
CHIEF ESTIMATOR

Steve has over 25 years of experience in pre-construction and
project management on projects in the commercial, medical, and
mission critical market sectors.

CERTIFICATIONS &
ACHIEVEMENTS
•
•

•

DBIA, Atlanta Chapter
Past President
State of Georgia
Licensed Electrical
Contractor,
(Unrestricted)
Holds DBIA Certification

EDUCATION
PENNSYLVANIA STATE
UNIVERSITY, ERIE
Engineering classes
PERIMETER COLLEGE
Associates Degree in
Business Administration
CONTACT
Email:
s.roney@eckardtgroup.com
Phone: 770.597.7011

NOTABLE PROJECTS
2021-2022
EPA Lab – Athens, Georgia				
1200 Peachtreee – Atlanta, Georgia			
Switch Vault – Lithia Springs, Georgia			
Verizon – Birmingham, Alabama			

$9,348,050
$3,416,798
$2,537,773
$7,687,827

Earlier
Switch NAP-1 Core Shell – Lithia Springs, Georgia
Switch T.I. Phase 1– Lithia Springs, Georgia		
Switch T.I. Phase 2– Lithia Springs, Georgia		
Verizon – Alpharetta, Georgia 			

$5,005,205
$10,862,342
$10,748,841
$1,167,898

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Cleveland Electric, Atlanta, Ga (2013 – Present)
- Senior Estimator
MC Dean, Suwanee, GA (2009 –2013)
- Preconstruction Manager – Service & Critical Support Division
Fife Electric, Buford, GA (2007 –2009)
- Estimator/Project Manager
HD Electrical Systems, Buford, GA (office closed) (2006 –2007)
- Estimator/Project Manager
Dynalectric Georgia, Norcross, GA (2004 –2006)
- Manager of Preconstruction
Gaines Electric Company, Norcross, GA (2000 –2004)
- Estimator/Project Manager

DAVID SUDDATH
VDC MANAGER

CERTIFICATIONS &
ACHIEVEMENTS
•

Technical Skills Training

•

Proficiency Training

•

Autodesk Revit

•

Navisworks

•

CAD

•

BIM 360

•

Autodesk Point Layout

•

Greenlee Bendworks

David started with Eckardt in 2008 as project manager where he
quickly took on new rolls and responsibilities to develop Eckardt’s
virtual construction department using top of the line construction
design programs and technology.

NOTABLE PROJECTS
•
•
•
•
•

EDUCATION

•

SOUTHERN POLYTECHNIC

•

Construction Management
CONTACT
Email:

d.suddath@eckardtgroup.com

Phone: 404.285.3740

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Infinite Energy Center – Convention Center Expansion - New
2-floor addition to existing Convention Center - 120,000sqft
Grady CASS (Center for Advanced Surgical Services) - 10 story
MOB with Imaging/Surgery & 5 floor parking deck - 285,000sqft
Emory Rollins - 11 story MOB - 185,000sqft
Piedmont Athens Regional - 6 story MOB - 185,000sqft
Emory Johns Creek Parking Deck (Design/Assist) - New Parking
Deck. Designed/produced/stamped - Electrical drawings
Rio Bravo – 30+ Story High Rise Luxury Residential Condos with
Parking Deck
Candler Building – 20+ Story High Rise Luxury Residential Condos
with Parking Deck
IEC Parking Deck – 4 Story Parking Deck
Broadwest – 20+ Story High Rise Condo, 20+ Story Office High
Rise Building, Parking Deck, and Retail Conference Center
5th & Broadway – 30+ Story High Rise Condos
The Joseph Hotel – 20+ Story High Rise Condos
(NDA) Data Center Project – Tennessee
(NDA) Data Center Project – Oklahoma
Sandy Springs City Center – 6 Story Office Building, Performing
Arts Center, and 3 Story Parking Deck
- Also provided Lead Coordinator duties for this project at 		
request of General Contractor
Overton – 7 Story Office Building with 5 Story Parking Deck
BKI – 30,000sqft Office Building with 73,000sqft attached Warehouse Prefabrication Facility
Lanier Technical College – 6 Building Higher Education Campus
(Total 330,000 sq ft)
UGA Business Learning Center – (2) 4-story Building Additions to
Higher Education facility
Northeast GA Medical Center – Single Floor MOB Renovation
and new Central Energy Plant building addition
Primerica – 300,000sqft Office Building
Grady Hospital Emergency Department – 4 Story Emergency
Department addition to Grady Hospital

KEN BAUDRY
SENIOR ENGINEER

Ken has spent over 30 years in consulting work in
engineering and program management. He has run his own business
and managed projects large and small for clients all over the world.

EDUCATION & TRAINING
LOUISIANA STATE
UNIVERSITY

Bachelors Degree In Electrical
Engineering

LOUISIANA STATE
UNIVERSITY
Masters In Business
Administration
REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL
ENGINEER
CONTACT
Email:

k.baudry@eckardtgroup.com

Phone: 404.509.2231

INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE
Ken’s recent experience in the industry has been
focused on problem solving for clients. He is skilled at assessing a
situation, developing solutions, and creating a plan to deliver the
solution. He then works with clients to develop budgets and designs
and works with project teams to hold those budgets through the
course of a project.
At Eckardt, Ken will perform a similar role, interfacing with our clients
and design teams to provide the best
solutions for our projects.

RACHEL KINES

VICE PRESIDENT OF PROCUREMENT

EDUCATION
Georgia Tech

Bachelors Degree
Industrial Engineering

Mercer University

Masters Degree
Business Administration

CONTACT
Email:

r.kines@eckardtgroup.com

Phone: 678.596.3662

Rachel began working at Eckardt Electric in 2000 as a Project
Manager, and was promoted to Senior Project Manager in 2014
and to Vice President of Procurement in 2017. In her current role,
she oversees our strategic purchasing and procurement efforts. She
is a graduate of the Georgia Institute of Technology, and she also
received her MBA from Mercer University in 2002.

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
Vice President of Procurement (Nov. 2017 - Present)
Senior Project Manager (March 2000 - Nov. 2017)
• Perform all aspects of construction project management
including: estimating, preconstruction services, value
engineering, procurement, scheduling and managing overall
project quality and costs.

DANIEL GREGORIO
PROJECT EXECUTIVE

CERTIFICATIONS &
ACHIEVEMENTS
•

Georgia Non-Restricted
Electrical Contractor
License EN216390

Trey has been in the electrical industry for over fourteen years with
previous work experience as an electrical project engineer and
project manager.

NOTABLE PROJECTS
EUHM Glenn Building First Floor Renovation
Lanier Technical College
NEGMC Cath Lab #5 Renovation

EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA
Bachelors of Science in
Electrical Engineering

EUH 3B SE Renovation
UHS Summit Ridge
Gordon Hospital Phase II Renovation
Atlantic Yards
Grady Health Water Damage

CONTACT
Email:
d.gregorio@eckardtgroup.
com
Phone: 470.389.1768

GT Living Building
Grady CASS
Piedmont Athens Regional Hospital

MIKE SPROUL
SUPERINTENDENT

Mike has been in the electrical industry for over 38 years and has
been the lead on multiple projects over the years.

CERTIFICATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

OSHA 10
OSHA 30
Level 1A GSWCC
Shoring & Trenching
First Aid

EDUCATION
National Joint Apprenticeship
& Training Committee Graduate
1988
CONTACT
Email:
m.sproul@eckardtgroup.com
Phone: 404-925-1956

NOTABLE PROJECTS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grady CASS
Switch
Verizon
NEGMC Braselton
Hamilton Medical Center
NEGMC Dawsonville

DAVID NASRALLAH
PROJECT MANAGER

CERTIFICATIONS
•
•
•
•

OSHA 10
Confined spaces training
bluebeam certified
Intellibid L100 Certified

EDUCATION
Emmanuel College
•

Bachelor’s Degree in
Business Administration

David has been in the electrical industry for 15+ years and had the
opportunity to run projects in many different management roles,
He also grew up doing electrical work in the field in a family-owned
electrical contracting company.

NOTABLE PROJECTS
•

Marina Del Rey, Marina Del Rey, California – 9.1 Million dollar
electrical contract, 585 units, mixed use apartment complex.

•

Mission Gorge East – San Diego, California – 3.4 million dollar
electrical contract, 385 units, mixed use apartment complex.

•

Aria Apartments – Cerritos, California – 1.2 Million dollar contract.
191 Units, mixed use apartment complex

•
•

CONTACT
Email:
d.nasrallah@eckardtgroup.
com
Phone: 706-248-7252

•

Grady CASS – Atlanta, Georgia – Center for Advanced Surgical
Services. 19 million dollar electrical contract.
Gas South District – Duluth, Georgia – Convention Center. 10.5
million dollar electrical contract.

